We study the spin and charge fluctuations of the extended Hubbard model with on-site interaction U and first neighbor interaction V on the two-dimensional square lattice in the weak to intermediate coupling regime. We propose an extension of the two-particle self-consistent approximation that includes the effect of functional derivatives of the pair-correlation functions on irreducible spin and charge vertices. These functional derivatives were ignored in our previous work. We evaluate them assuming particle-hole symmetry. The resulting theory satisfies conservation laws and the Mermin-Wagner theorem. Our current results are in much better agreement with benchmark quantum Monte Carlo results. This theory allows us to reliably determine the crossover temperatures toward renormalized-classical regimes, and hence, the dominant instability as a function of U and V. We have considered fillings n = 1 and n = 0.75. Either spin or charge fluctuations can dominate. The wave vector is self-determined by the approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The single-band Hubbard model, with on-site interaction U and nearest-neighbor hopping t, is the simplest model of correlated electrons. It has been extensively studied, for example, in the context of high-temperature superconductors. Charge ordering phenomena in strongly correlated systems are also quite common, for example, in manganites, vanadates, cobaltates, and various organic conductors. 1, 2 In these cases, and even in high-temperature superconductors where screening is not perfect, it is useful to investigate the extended Hubbard model ͑EHM͒ that includes the effect of nearest-neighbor Coulomb repulsion V. In that model, charge and spin fluctuations compete over much of the phase diagram.
Even at weak to intermediate coupling ͑U and V less than the bandwidth W =8t in d =2͒, very few many-body methods can treat the Hubbard model while adequately taking into account the Mermin-Wagner theorem. The Fluctuation-exchange 3 ͑FLEX͒ approximation is such a method. The two-particle self-consistent [4] [5] [6] [7] ͑TPSC͒ approach is an alternative nonperturbative approach that compares much better with benchmark quantum Monte Carlo ͑QMC͒ simulations. In addition, contrary to FLEX, it reproduces the pseudogap phenomenon observed in QMC. 8, 9 In this paper, we present an extension of the TPSC approach that allows one to treat the EHM. The accuracy of the extended approach is checked by comparing with QMC simulations. 10 The competition between charge and spin fluctuations in parameter space is also explored for two fillings. Whenever possible, we compare with results of other approaches available in the literature. Studies for the specific parameters appropriate for given compounds will be the subject of separate papers. The purpose of the present one is to give a detailed description of the theoretical approach, which is an extension of the TPSC approach.
Briefly speaking, the TPSC method was derived from a functional approach by approximating the vertex functions as local functions of the imaginary time and space ͑in other words, irreducible vertices independent of frequency and wave vector͒. This leads to irreducible spin and charge vertices that contain two unknown constants, namely, the on-site pair-correlation function and its functional derivative, which can be self-consistently determined from two sum rules on the structure functions. Unfortunately, the number of unknowns becomes greater than the number of available sum rules in the EHM, so one has to use another approach. In our previous work, 11 we simply neglected the contribution of functional derivatives of the pair-correlation functions. We obtained good agreement with QMC results for small values of V when spin fluctuations are still dominant, but this approach did not work so well in the opposite limit when charge fluctuations become dominant. This is mainly due to ignoring the functional derivative of the pair-correlation functions. In this paper, we demonstrate the importance of these functional derivative terms, explain the way they enter in the formalism, and propose a way to use particle-hole symmetry to evaluate them.
The EHM has been studied within different approaches and approximations. We can only give a sample of the literature. Many papers focus on the quarter-filled case on the square lattice or on ladders. 2, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The competition between charge and spin orders has also been studied in other dimension: one, [19] [20] [21] three, 22 and higher dimensions 23 at various fillings. In two dimensions, there are several studies at strong coupling [24] [25] [26] or on lattices different from the square lattice. 27, 28 The combined effect of charge fluctuations in addition to the usual spin fluctuation in favoring one type or another of unconventional superconductivity has also been studied using this model. ordered states, 37 and trial correlated wave functions, 1 have been applied to this problem. One of the results that we will find at half-filling is a crossover line at U Ϸ 4V from dominant antiferromagnetic fluctuations to dominant checkerboard charge fluctuations. This is in agreement with several studies 1, 10, 29, [36] [37] [38] as we will discuss. Our results hold at the crossover temperature. Most other approaches focus on the ground state. The result U = zV, where z is the number of nearest neighbors, seems to hold quite generally in various dimensions. 1, 19, 39 Some MF results 35 give the possibility of a coexistence region between charge and spin-density waves. The Pauli principle prevents charge and spin fluctuations to increase at the same time in the paramagnetic regime at finite temperature. This is satisfied within our approach.
In the following, we present the formalism, which first focuses on finding a set of closed equations for the irreducible vertices. We explain how the functional derivative of the pair-correlation functions enter in the evaluation of irreducible vertices. In Sec. II B, we explain how particle-hole symmetry can be used to estimate the functional derivatives and we give the details of the resulting extended TPSC ͑ETPSC͒ approach. In Sec. III, we present numerical results and compare them with available QMC results to gauge the accuracy of the approach. The last part of Sec. III presents a systematic study on the square lattice of the crossover to the renormalized-classical regimes for charge and spin fluctuations for two densities, n = 1 and n = 0.75. Finally, in Sec. IV, we discuss the possibility of using the same type of approximation for other systems and point toward possible future developments and improvements.
II. THEORY
A. Some exact results, factorization, and approximation for the functional derivatives
The extended Hubbard Hamiltonian is defined by
where c i ͑c i † ͒ are annihilation ͑creation͒ operators for an electron with spin in the Wannier orbital at site i, n i = c i † c i is the density operator for electrons of spin , t is the hopping matrix element, and is the chemical potential. The terms proportional to U and V represent, respectively, the on-site and nearest-neighbor interactions. The latter ͑V͒ vanishes for the usual Hubbard model.
To generalize the TPSC approach, we use the same formalism as in Ref. 40 . The Green function is defined by
where the brackets ͗ ͘ represent a thermal average in the canonical ensemble, T is the time-ordering operator, and is the imaginary time. The space and imaginary time coordinates ͑r 1 , 1 ͒ are abbreviated as ͑1͒. The generating functional Z͓ ͔ is given by
and S͑␤͒ is defined as follows:
The equation of motion for the Green function takes the form of the Dyson equation 4, 41 
The expression for ⌺G comes from the commutator with the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, so that the self-energy in the above equation is given by
where =−, and the summation on a runs over the next neighbor sites of site 1 ͑at the same imaginary time͒. The first approximation is inspired by TPSC. We factorize the two-body density matrix operators as follows, defining numbers with overbars, such as 3, to mean a sum over the corresponding spatial indices and integration over the corresponding imaginary time:
͑7͒
If we set g Ј ͑i , j͒ = 1 in the above expression, one recovers the Hartree-Fock approximation for the U term and the Hartree approximation for the V term. The Fock term in the near-neighbor interaction V leads to a renormalization of the band parameters and is not as essential as in the on-site term, as discussed in our previous paper. 11 The above expression for the self-energy goes beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation because of the presence of the pair-correlation functions g Ј ͑i , j͒ defined by
This quantity is related to the probability of finding one electron with spin Ј on site j when another electron with spin is held on site i. The presence of the pair-correlation function is analogous to the local field correction in the approach of Singwi et al. to the electron gas. 42 Thanks to this correction factor, we recover the exact result that the combination ⌺ ͑1,3͒G ͑3 ,2͒ is equal to the potential energy when point 2 becomes 1 + ͑where the superscript ϩ refers to the imaginary time and serves to order the corresponding field operator to the left of operators at point 1͒. For this special case then, g Ј ͑1,1+a͒ contains the information about the Fock contribution as well.
We need the response functions obtained from the first functional derivative of the Green function with respect to the external field. Taking the functional derivative of the identity G ͑1,3͒G Ј −1 ͑3 ,2͒ = ␦ Ј ␦͑1,2͒ and using Dyson's equation ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒, we find
G ͑5,2͒.
͑9͒
The irreducible vertex is the first functional derivative of the self-energy with respect to the Green function, as can be seen from the last equation. It can be obtained from our equation for the self-energy ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒:
.
͑10͒
In the standard Hubbard model with V = 0, there is only one unknown functional derivative of the pair-correlation function with respect to the Green function. Since it enters only the charge response function, it can be determined by making the local approximation, enforcing the Pauli principle, and requiring that the fluctuation-dissipation theorem relating charge susceptibility to pair-correlation function be satisfied. 4 In the present case, there are not enough sum rules to determine the additional functional derivatives of the paircorrelation functions with respect to the Green function.
In our previous paper on the extended Hubbard model, 11 we neglected these additional unknown functional derivatives. Here, we present an approximation for these functional derivatives that improves our previous results, as can be judged by comparisons with QMC calculations. We would like to replace the unknown terms by functional derivatives with respect to the density as
␦n Љ ͑3͒ ␦͑3,4͒. Unfortunately, we cannot evaluate this type of functional derivative either, unless point 3 coincides with either 2 or 1, so we approximate the previous equation by
͑11͒
In other words, we ignore the terms where point 3 gets further away from either 1 or 2. We will show that the last equation is exact at half-filling ͓see Eq. ͑28͔͒ and that it can be evaluated. We will also show in the next section by explicit comparisons with QMC calculations that its extension away from half-filling is a reasonable approximation. The last two approximations lead to the local approximation of TPSC as a special case. Inserting in the susceptibility Eq. ͑9͒ the irreducible vertex obtained from Eq. ͑10͒ and our approximation for the functional derivatives, we find
ͬ .
͑12͒
For the repulsive case, we expect that spin and charge components of the response functions will be dominant. Thus we need the dynamic correlation functions of the density n = n ↑ + n ↓ and magnetization m = n ↑ − n ↓ , respectively. They are given by
where the first term A in the curly brackets ͕A , B͖ is associated with the upper ϩ sign, and the second term B is associated with the Ϫ sign. Also, in the above equation,
are the charge and spin correlation functions, while
is the symmetric combination of the spin-resolved paircorrelation functions. The definition of g cc in partially spin polarized system is different from the above equation and that is the reason for defining g s when taking functional derivatives with respect to spin dependent quantities. In fact, g cc is defined as a symmetric function under a flip of the spins of the electrons but not g s . This is an important issue when we deal with the functional derivative of the paircorrelation functions with respect to the magnetization. The functional derivative terms with respect to magnetization in the fourth and the last terms are zero. This is due to the fact that g ͑1,1͒ and g s ͑1,2͒ are even functions under exchange of ↔ on site 1 and on site 2, respectively. The functional derivatives with respect to density in the fifth and last terms are equal ͑this can also be shown by following the procedure that we will explain in the following section͒. Now we can factorize the charge and spin response functions from the above equation. The final form of the response functions in Fourier-Matsubara space are given by
where
͑17͒
In this equation, ␥͑q͒ is given by ␥͑q͒ = ͚ ␣ cos͑q ␣ a͒, ␣ =1, ... ,D, D being the dimension of the system; n =2nT is the Matsubara frequency and 0 ͑q , n ͒ is the free response function
In the above formula, is the volume of the Brillouin zone ͑BZ͒, f 0 ͑q͒ =1/͕1 + exp͓͑⑀ q − ͒ / T͔͖ is the free momentum distribution function, and ⑀ q =−2t͚ ␣ cos͑q ␣ a͒ is the free particle dispersion relation. The pair-correlation functions are related to the instantaneous structure factors by
where S cc,ss ͑q͒ = S ͑q͒ ± S ͑q͒ are the charge and spin components of the instantaneous structure factor, the spinresolved instantaneous structure factor being defined by S Ј ͑q͒ = ͗n ͑q͒n Ј ͑q͒͘ / n with n ͑q͒ the Fourier transform of n i . Finally, the instantaneous structure factors are con- We are left with the evaluation of the functional derivatives. We first use the particle-hole ͑Lieb-Mattis͒ canonical transformation c ͑i͒ = exp͑iQ · r i ͒c Ј † ͑i͒ ͓where Q = ͑ , ͔͒ in the definition of the pair-correlation function. In the second step, we will use electron-hole symmetry to evaluate the functional derivative of the pair-correlation function at halffilling. As a first step, when point 1 and point 2 are different or when Ј, the particle-hole transformation gives
where gЈ is the pair-correlation function of holes at the density nЈ. Note that n inside the angle brackets are the operator densities. We abbreviate average densities such as ͗n ͑1͒͘ by n ͑1͒. The above equation may look innocuous, but it leads to a very strong constraint on the pair-correlation function and it can be used to find the exact functional derivative of the pair-correlation function at half-filling, where particle-hole symmetry is exact. To obtain this, we first take n͑1͒ =1+⑀ and m͑1͒ = 0, which means nЈ͑1͒ =1−⑀ and mЈ͑1͒ = 0. Note that n͑2͒ is unchanged. Using the fact that n ↑,↓ ͑i͒ = ͓n͑i͒ ± m͑i͔͒ / 2, one obtains
When there is exact electron-hole symmetry, such as at halffilling, the electron pair-correlation function at density n is equal to the hole pair-correlation function at the same density, so we deduce from the above equation that
The summation of the last equation for two different values of gives us one of the functional derivatives
Using the same trick, we can also show that
To evaluate the functional derivative with respect to magnetization, it suffices to assume that n͑1͒ = 1 and m͑1͒ = ⑀. It is then easy to show that ␦g s ͑1,2͒ ␦m͑1͒
Using the same trick, one can also show, as mentioned before, that at half-filling
when site 3 is different from both 1 and 2. Although there is no strict particle-hole symmetry away from half-filling, it is reasonable to assume that at weak to intermediate coupling the Pauli principle forces only electrons close to the Fermi surface to be relevant. In that case, the dispersion relation can be linearized and particle-hole symmetry can be safely assumed for the pair-correlation functions g Ј ͑i , j͒. The comparisons with QMC calculations presented later suggest that it is, indeed, a good approximation.
C. Self-consistency and discussion of extended two-particle self-consistent approach
Substituting the above equations for the functional derivatives in the expression for the irreducible vertices U cc ͑q͒ ͓Eq. ͑16͔͒ and U ss ͑q͒ ͓Eq. ͑17͔͒, one can compute the charge and spin susceptibilities ͓Eqs. ͑14͒ and ͑15͔͒ given the three unknown pair-correlation functions g ͑1,1͒, g cc ͑1,1+a͒, and g ss ͑1,1+a͒. We do not need g ͑1,1͒ because we know from the Pauli principle that it vanishes. The three unknowns can be determined self-consistently as follows. Use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem ͓Eq. ͑21͔͒ to obtain S cc,ss ͑q͒ from the susceptibilities and then substitute in the definitions ͓Eqs. ͑19͒ and ͑20͔͒ of the pair-correlation functions in terms of S cc,ss ͑q͒. From this procedure, we obtain four equations for three unknowns since a look at the left-hand side of Eqs. ͑19͒ and ͑20͒ tells us that we can compute g cc ͑0͒ = g cc ͑1,1͒ and g ss ͑0͒ = g ss ͑1,1͒, as well as g cc ͑a͒ = g cc ͑1,1+a͒ and g ss ͑a͒ = g ss ͑1,1+a͒. The problem is, thus, overdetermined. To be consistent with the initial assumption g ͑1,1͒ =0 from the Pauli principle, the self-consistent solution of these four equations has to lead to g ͑0͒ = g cc ͑0͒ + g ss ͑0͒ =0. In ordinary TPSC for the on-site Hubbard model, one does not have a separate equation for ␦g ͑1,1͒ / ␦n͑1͒ that enters U cc . Instead, it is determined by enforcing that g ͑0͒ =0 in the sum rules ͓Eqs. ͑19͒ and ͑20͔͒. In the present extension of TPSC to near-neighbor interaction, we have an expression for that functional derivative ͓Eq. ͑26͔͒ so, in general, the four equations obtained from the sum rules ͓Eqs. ͑19͒ and ͑20͔͒ do not satisfy the on-site Pauli principle g cc ͑0͒ + g ss ͑0͒ = g ͑0͒ = 0, which is assumed in their derivation.
At this point, there are three possible ways to proceed. ͑a͒ Keep Eq. ͑20͒ for g ss ͑0͒ and drop that for g cc ͑0͒ in Eq. ͑19͒. ͑b͒ Do the reverse procedure, i.e., keep Eq. ͑19͒ for g cc ͑0͒ and drop that for g ss ͑0͒ in Eq. ͑20͒. ͑c͒ In the original spirit of TPSC, do not use our estimate of the functional derivative ␦g ͑1,1͒ / ␦n͑1͒ ͓Eq. ͑26͔͒ but determine the value of g ͑1,1͒ + n ␦g ͑1,1͒ ␦n͑1͒
entering the charge vertex ͓Eq. ͑16͔͒ by solving the four equations for g cc ͑0͒ = g cc ͑1,1͒, g ss ͑0͒ = g ss ͑1,1͒, g cc ͑a͒ = g cc ͑1,1+a͒, and g ss ͑a͒ = g ss ͑1,1+a͒ that follow from Eqs. ͑19͒ and ͑20͒. The latter approach, ͑c͒, reduces to TPSC when the nearest-neighbor interaction V vanishes and gives the best approximation in that case. With this procedure, g ͑0͒ = 0 is still true. However, comparisons with quantum Monte Carlo calculations also suggest that in the presence of V, procedure ͑a͒ is a better approximation. When V vanishes, one recovers TPSC for the spin fluctuations. These fluctuations are anyway dominant, while the charge fluctuations, different from TPSC, are reduced compared with the noninteracting case. With the latter procedure, ͑a͒, the sum rule g cc ͑0͒ + g ss ͑0͒ = 0 that follows from the Pauli principle ͗n 2 ͘ = ͗n ͘ is not satisfied, but the equation that allows us to find U ss when V = 0 does take into account the Pauli principle and gives exactly the same result as TPSC.
Following the same reasoning as in Appendix A of Ref. 4, we also find that our approach satisfies the f sum rule and the Mermin-Wagner theorem. Following the lines of Appendix B of Ref. 11, one can also develop a formula for the self-energy at the second step of the approximation that satisfies the relation between ⌺G and potential energy. The latter is a kind of consistency relation between one-and two-particle quantities.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Accuracy of the approach
Following procedure ͑a͒ explained at the end of the previous section, we present in the first six figures various results that allow us ͑i͒ to discuss some of the physics contained in the pair-correlation functions and ͑ii͒ to establish the validity of the approach and the sources of error by comparison with benchmark quantum Monte Carlo calculations and with other approximations. All the calculations are for the two-dimensional square lattice. In most cases, unless otherwise specified, we will consider how the physics changes when V is varied for U = 4 and n = 1 fixed. We are using units in which ប, k B , t, and lattice spacing a are all taken to be unity. When the spin or charge components of the response functions are growing rapidly at low temperature toward very large values, we stop plotting the results. The last two figures of the paper contain general crossover diagrams for the various forms of charge and spin orders, neglecting pairing channels.
In Figs. 1 and 2 , we first discuss the case V = 0. This is necessary since our approximation ͑for charge fluctuations͒ is different from TPSC even in that case. Figure 1 compares results of our numerical calculations with QMC, TPSC, and FLEX. We depict the charge ͑bottom panel͒ and spin ͑top panel͒ components of the static ͑zero frequency͒ susceptibilities at n = 0.87, U = 4, and V = 0 as a function of temperature. Consider the spin susceptibility on the top. As we can see, the FLEX approximation underestimates the spin susceptibility. The response function within TPSC stays slightly below benchmark QMC results although the TPSC result for structure functions 5 ͑not presented here͒ is almost on top of QMC results. The results from the ETPSC method developed in this paper coincide with the TPSC results for the spin component. The charge susceptibility differs between TPSC and ETPSC as illustrated on the bottom panel. We do not have QMC results for the charge susceptibility, but the charge structure functions for TPSC and QMC are quite close, 5 although not as much as in the case of the spin structure functions. We can, thus, surmise that FLEX underestimates the charge susceptibility. In ETPSC, the charge susceptibility is larger than in TPSC. Even though the charge fluctuations are less important than the spin fluctuations when V vanishes, it is instructive to consider them to gauge the effect of our two approximations, namely, factorization with a local field factor Eq. ͑7͒, and approximation and estimation of the functional derivatives in Sec. II B. We compare in Fig. 2 the charge component of the TPSC instantaneous structure factor with that of ETPSC, where the functional derivative terms are evaluated, and with that of our previous approach 11 ͑WOFD stands for without functional derivatives͒ that neglects completely these functional derivatives. The temperatures are relatively high but they are low enough to show discrepancies between the various approaches ͑TPSC essentially coincides with QMC results in this range of physical parameters͒. The importance of the functional derivatives is obvious from all figures in the different panels since ETPSC always agrees better with TPSC than with WOFD. Given the assumption that the paircorrelation functions are functionals of the density ͓Eq. ͑11͔͒, our evaluation of the functional derivatives at half-filling is exact. Hence the three panels for n = 1 in Fig. 2 are particularly instructive. They suggest that the main difference between ETPSC and TPSC is due either to the factorization Eq. ͑7͒ or to the assumption Eq. ͑11͒ that the pair-correlation functions are functionals of the density only. In other words, the difference between ETPSC and TPSC suggests the limits of the factorization assumption. TPSC seems to compensate the limitations of the factorization by fixing the functional derivative term with the Pauli principle. One can also find the degree of violation from the Pauli sum rule by comparison of our data with TPSC. This is the main source of error in our calculation and it is more pronounced at larger U, lower T, and near half-filling. The bottom-right panel shows that ETPSC is in better agreement with TPSC away from half-filling, which is an encouraging result. 
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To illustrate the physics associated with the nearestneighbor interaction V, we show in Fig. 3 the variation of g ͑0͒ and g cc,ss ͑a͒ with temperature for various values V = 0, 0.5, 1, and 1.25. We first notice that g ͑0͒ at V = 0 has a sharp decrease around T Ϸ 0.3, which means that the probability for finding two particles at the same place sharply decreases with decreasing the temperature around that point. g ss ͑a͒ also becomes more negative around the same temperature, which means that the probability of finding of two electrons at a distance a and with opposite spins is higher than finding them with the same spins. These two results are a consequence of the tendency toward spin-density wave ͑SDW͒ order at zero temperature. The decrease of g ͑0͒ around T Ϸ 0.3 signals then entry into the renormalizedclassical regime, as discussed in Ref. 4 . In the charge sector, g cc ͑a͒ does not show any strong change in the lowtemperature limit, which means that there are no strong charge density wave ͑CDW͒ fluctuations at V = 0. We observe that this feature changes as we increase V, which shows that SDW fluctuations are depressed in favor of CDW fluctuations. This can easily be observed at V = 1.25, which shows that g cc ͑a͒ has a sharp decrease around T Ϸ 0.5 and, instead, g ͑0͒ has a sudden increase. On the other hand, g ss ͑a͒ does not show any decrease around that temperature. These results together show, for V = 1.25, the buildup of CDW rather than SDW fluctuations as temperature decreases. We stress that all these low-temperature behaviors are nonperturbative. The high-temperature behavior where the quantities vary smoothly can be understood perturbatively.
To gauge the accuracy of our approach at finite V, we now compare ETPSC results with benchmark QMC calculations 10 for various values of V = 0.5, 1, and 1.25. We plot in Fig. 4 the static ͑zero frequency͒ spin and charge response functions evaluated at Q = ͑ , ͒ as a function of temperature along with the QMC results in the top and bottom panels, respectively. As is clear from the figure, there is good agreement between our results and the QMC results. As V increases, the charge response is largest, and for that quantity, the agreement improves at larger V. A simple comparison of this figure with the results of our previous paper 11 shows the importance of the functional derivative terms and the accuracy of their evaluation. One also observes that the spin component of the response function exhibits a rapid decrease at low-temperature limit when V = 1.25. An analogous behavior occurs at V =0 ͑not presented here͒ for the charge response function. This feature is a result of the Pauli principle, which implies that in the paramagnetic state, charge and spin fluctuations cannot both increase. 4 The small deviation of the charge response ͑or instantaneous structure factor͒ at V = 0.5 can be removed by implementing this sum rule. 11 We also observe that the spin components of the response functions at different values of V all tend to the same value at sufficiently high temperature, which simply means that g ss ͑1,1+a͒ and ␦g s ͑1,1+a͒ ␦m͑1͒ are negligible in this limit. This is the only region where ETPSC coincides with random phase approximation ͑RPA͒ results and the only place where RPA is valid. The effects of the above-mentioned terms become very important at low temperature, and that is one of the sources of failure of RPA. Figure 5 shows the instantaneous spin and charge structure factors at Q = ͑ , ͒ and V = 0.5, 1, and 1.25 as a function of temperature. All the features are similar to what was mentioned in Fig. 4 except that the agreement is less satisfactory. This suggests that our approach with constant vertices is best for low frequency response functions. The structure factors contain contributions from all frequencies, and we know, for example, that the irreducible vertices should become equal to the bare interaction at large frequency. 4 The ETPSC approach that we are using, described in procedure ͑a͒ in Sec. II C, gives better agreement with QMC at higher values of V. In the case of the charge structure factor, procedure ͑c͒ compares more favorably with QMC for small V. Figure 6 shows the density-density correlation function ͑͗n 2 ͘ = ͗͑n ↓ + n ↑ ͒ 2 ͒͘ as a function of temperature for V = 0.5, 0.75, and 1 in the extreme case U = 0. The agreement with QMC is quite remarkable. In this case, we used procedure ͑b͒ in Sec. II C that fixes g ͑0͒ from the charge rather than the spin component of the response functions. The difference with procedure ͑a͒ is small, but in this limiting case where charge fluctuations dominate, procedure ͑b͒ is the one that agrees best with QMC.
B. Crossover temperatures toward renormalized-classical regimes
The Mermin-Wagner theorem prevents breaking of a continuous symmetry in two dimensions. Instead, as temperature decreases, one observes a crossover toward a regime where the characteristic fluctuation frequency of a response function at some wave vector becomes less than temperature ͑in dimensionless units͒. This is the so-called renormalizedclassical regime. In that regime, the correlation length grows exponentially until a long-range ordered phase is reached at T = 0. The wave vector of the renormalized-classical fluctuations does not depend only on the noninteracting susceptibility and it does need to be guessed; it is self-determined within ETPSC. Based on previous experience with TPSC and on numerical results of the previous section, ETPSC will fail below the crossover temperature when the correlation length becomes too large, but the crossover temperature itself is reliable.
We present in Figs. 7 and 8 the crossover temperature as a function of U and V for n = 1 and n = 0.75, respectively. Even though we display results for negative U and V as well, other instabilities, in particular, in pairing channels, can dominate when one of the interactions is negative. One would need to generalize ETPSC for negative interactions along the lines of Refs. 9 and 44, but this has not been done yet. The results for negative interactions are given for illustrative purposes only.
The crossover temperatures in Figs. 7 and 8 are obtained from the condition cc ͑q x , q y ,0͒ / 0 ͑q x , q y ,0͒ =10 or ss ͑q x , q y ,0͒ / 0 ͑q x , q y ,0͒ = 10, where q x and q y refer to the wave vector where the response function has a maximum. These quantities are proportional to 2 , the square of the corresponding correlation length. The characteristic spin fluctuation frequency scales as −2 . When the crossover temperature is reached, increases so rapidly that a choice different from 10 does not change very much the estimate and can increase sensibly the computation time. A more detailed discussion on the crossover temperature can be found in Ref.
11.
The red lines in Fig. 7 separate three different fluctuation regimes, namely, ͑ , ͒ SDW ͑on the left͒, ͑ , ͒ CDW ͑on the right͒, and phase separation ͑PS͒ ͑this is defined by the growth of the zero-frequency charge response function at q x = 0 and q y =0͒. It is noteworthy that the boundary between the SDW and CDW crossovers is closely approximated by U Ϸ 4V ͑for positive U and V͒, which is in good agreement with previous results. 1, 10, 29, [36] [37] [38] Theory that includes collective modes beyond mean field also shows deviations from U =4V at weak to intermediate coupling. 37 Since there are four neighbors which, through V, favor charge order while U favors spin order, the crossover at U Ϸ 4V is expected. In fact, the result U = zV, where z is the number of nearest neighbors, seems to hold quite generally in various dimensions at T =0. 1, 19, 39 Slightly away from half-filling ͑n = 0.9͒ and with a small second-neighbor hopping, the MF approximation 35 predicts a coexistence region for SDW and CDW, and ferromagnetism in the large U and V region of parameter space. This is likely to be an artifact due to an inaccurate estimation of the spin fluctuations in MF when V 0. One can see the weakness of this approach by setting g ss = 0 and ignoring its functional derivative in the equation for the spin susceptibility Eq. ͑15͒. These terms are the main source of the suppression of the SDW so that one obviously overestimates the spin effects by ignoring these terms when V is large. One can easily notice that the charge and spin fluctuations appear at relatively large temperature over most of the parameter space. In addition, negative U greatly increases charge fluctuations. These will compete with pairing fluctuations that we have not taken into account here. At positive U and V, d-wave superconductivity is not likely to occur in regions other than that which is nearly black in the figure. Figure 8 shows the crossover diagram for n = 0.75. The fluctuations outside the red lines are commensurate. The commensurate CDW persists away from half-filling, 36 while the SDW fluctuations are greatly reduced in the U Ͼ 0, V Ͼ 0 regime. The fluctuations are incommensurate in the narrow area between the green and red lines. For U and V inside the green curve, the system is paramagnetic, which means that neither the spin nor charge response functions can satisfy the above-mentioned criteria even at very low temperature ͑T = 0.01͒. Finally, the blue lines separate the region of parameter space where the spin fluctuations are larger than charge fluctuations ͑left bottom͒ from the region where the reverse is true ͑right top͒. Commensurate fluctuations have the highest crossover temperature. The next most important Results for negative values of the interaction strength are given for illustrative purposes only. Pairing instabilities may dominate in these cases. In the region outside the red line, commensurate ͑1͒ SDW ͑ , ͒, CDW ͑ , ͒, and PS ͑0,0͒ fluctuations dominate. ͑The regions of interest are similar to those observed in Fig. 7 at n =1, except that SDW becomes much less important.͒ In the area surrounded by the red and green lines, the renormalized-classical fluctuations are incommensurate SDW in ͑2͒ and CDW in ͑3͒. The area inside the green line boundary is paramagnetic. The blue line separates the regions where the spin ͑left and bottom͒ and charge ͑right and top͒ components of the response functions are dominant.
fluctuations are incommensurate. They exist next to commensurate fluctuations, but their crossover temperatures are rather small.
IV. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
In this paper, we extended the nonperturbative TPSC approach to the case where we add to the standard Hubbard model a nearest-neighbor interaction V. We verified the validity of this extended two-particle self-consistent ͑ETPSC͒ approach by comparisons with quantum Monte Carlo calculations. ETPSC applies up to intermediate coupling and it satisfies conservation laws and the Mermin-Wagner theorem. It also includes renormalization of the irreducible vertices by quantum fluctuations ͑Kanamori-Brückner͒.
In the original TPSC, the evaluation of the irreducible vertices requires one pair-correlation function and its functional derivative. These two quantities are evaluated by imposing the Pauli principle on two sum rules that leads to self-consistency conditions. In the presence of V, a similar procedure for the irreducible vertices allows us to determine the needed pair-correlation functions self-consistently, 11 but not the functional derivatives of these pair-correlation functions. One approach is to neglect the functional derivatives, in the spirit of the approach 42 of Singwi et al. to the electron gas, as we did earlier. 11 The idea of the present paper is to use particle-hole symmetry to evaluate the missing functional derivatives. When V is finite, we found that using the resulting estimate of the functional derivatives and dropping one of the sum rules between spin and charge fluctuations implied by the Pauli principle give better agreement with benchmark QMC than that obtained by neglecting the functional derivatives.
11 Although particle-hole symmetry strictly applies only to the nearest-neighbor hopping model at halffilling, one expects that the approximation will not be too bad away from half-filling. The results for n = 0.8 on the bottom-right panel of Fig. 2 are encouraging in this respect.
The above theoretical improvements allowed us to calculate a reliable crossover diagram for the two-dimensional extended Hubbard model on the square lattice for n = 1 and n = 0.75 and a range of values of V and U. The crossover temperature indicates when the fluctuations associated with a self-consistently determined wave vector become large, or more specifically, when the correlation length for that susceptibility begins to grow exponentially. Below the crossover temperature, one enters the so-called renormalized-classical regime. It is expected that the dominant fluctuations in the various regions of the crossover diagrams of Figs. 7 and 8 will be those that are amplified by small coupling in the third direction, leading to long-range ordered phases at finite temperature. We found that incommensurate fluctuations appear away from half-filling, but usually they do so at temperatures much lower than commensurate fluctuations. We highlighted the differences with mean-field calculations. 35 Based on earlier arguments, 4 we expect that a pseudogap appears in the renormalized-classical regime whenever the wave vector of the fluctuations can scatter electrons from one side to the other side of the Fermi surface.
The methodology developed in the present paper can be easily applied to higher dimension. It can be extended also to longer-range interactions. Note also that the functional derivatives introduce just two independent unknowns, namely, ␦m͑1͒ . If there were independent ways of estimating the compressibility and the uniform spin susceptibility, then those may give, with the Pauli principle, new sum rules that could be used to estimate these functional derivatives. That question and that of multiband models are for future research.
Although our evaluation of the functional derivatives relies on exact particle-hole symmetry, the agreement with QMC away from half-filling suggests that, in fact, only approximate particle-hole symmetry close to the Fermi surface is important. This opens the way to applications of ETPSC to different lattices and specific compounds, such as the cobaltates, where charge fluctuations are important.
